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Abstract 
In this paper a set of purely geometrical axioms of the Boolean space is given on the basis of 
a lot of geometrical evidences (part is in this paper) and the nature of Boolean algebra. The 
Boolean space is proved equivalent to Boolean algebra. So points can be calculated Booleanly 
just as Boolean elements, and results about Boolean expressions indicate geometrical facts. The 
distance of points A, B is defined as A@& which is consistent with Blumenthal [2, 33 and Ellis 
[S]. The ordinary Boolean interval U < x < V is defined as linear subspace. 
Figures with the same name as their Euclidean counterparts retain part of their old 
properties, but this geometry is no simple imitation: many new specialities appear, e.g. the 
Phythagoras theorem and the triangle inequalities remain true. Nevertheless the three sides of 
a triangle always meet at its orthocenter and the diameters of the circumscribed and inscribed 
sphere of a triangle are complement to each other. 
1. Fundamentals of Boolean geometry 
1.1. Axioms of the Boolean space 
(A,) The Boolean space consists of a set W of elements called points which are 
partially ordered. There is a relation d between points A, B, C of 9$ such that 
(1) A<A; (2) A=B iff A6B and B<A; (3) A6B and B<C imply A<C. 
Definition 1.1. The set of all points X in k%? such that U <X < V is called a linear 
subspace (1s) or an interval [U, V] where UE.%? is called the lower end point and VEX 
the upper end point of the 1s. 
(A,) For any two points AE%~ and BEW there exists a minimum Is, L, containing 
A, B such that any 1s containing A, B must include L. 
i The paper was initiated by the late Ting forty years ago and was completed by Zhao. 
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Definition 1.2. L is said to be determined by A, B and marked by (A, B), its lower and 
upper end points are denoted by AB and A+ B respectively. Thus (A, B) = 
[AB,A+B]. 
(A3) If CE(A, B) then (A, C) and (B, C) meet at the unique point C. 
(A4) 93 itself is a 1s whose lower and upper end points are defined as 0 and 
1 respectively. Thus @= [0, 11. 
(A,) To any point AE~? there is a point A’~93 such that (A, A’) =SJ. 
(As) There are at least two different points in 93. 
1.2. Boolean space and Boolean algebra are equivalent 
We start by showing that the set of Boolean calculating rules, which some books 
take as definition of Boolean algebra, can be deduced from the purely geometrical 
axioms (A,)-(A,). Thus points in Boolean space can be calculated as Boolean 
elements. The idea comes from Hilbert who deduced calculating rules of real numbers 
from purely geometrical axioms. 
Lemma 1.3. The Boolean space 93 is a lattice. 
Proof. Let A, B be points of the partially ordered set 98, then ABQ A and AB< B. 
Suppose X<A and X<B. Since A<A+B and B<A+B, therefore X<A+B and 
A,BE[X,A+B]. Thus [AB,A+B]c[X,A+B] by the minimality of the 1s 
[AB, A+ B]. This implies in particular that ABE[X, A+ B] and XQ B. So AB is the 
infimum of A, B. Similarly A+ B is the supremum of A, B. 0 
Henceforth all calculating rules in the lattice are valid for all points in 99. These 
useful formulae also hold. 
A<B 1 [ A+C<B+D CGD * AC<BD, (1) 
foralli,jwherej=l,..., m,j=l,..., n 
Ai~Bj j ~‘Ai~ ~ Bj. (2) 
i=l j=l 
Lemma 1.4. The condition for (A, B) and (C, D) to intersect is that AB < C+D 
and CD< A+ B. Then the intersection is (A, B)nC,D)=[AB+CD,(A+B) (C+D)]. 
Proof. To any common point x of (A, B) and (C, D) hold AB <x <A + B 
and CD<x<C+D. By (1) AB+CD<x<(A+B)(C+D), i.e. XE[AB+CD, 
(A+B)(C+D)] and 
ABQAB+CD<x<(A+B)(C+D)<C+D, 
(*) 
CD<AB<CD<x<(A+B)(C+D)<A+B, 
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shortly, AB<(C+D), CD <(A +B). Conversely when the last couple of inequalities 
hold, any common point x has to satisfy the inequalities (*), thus 
AB + CD < x d (A + B) (C + D). Such a point x exists, e.g. AB + CD or (A + B) (C + D) 
will do. We conclude that AB< C+ D, CD<A+B is necessary and sufficient for 
(A,B), (C, D) to intersect and the intersection is (A,B)n(C, D)=[AB+CD, 
(A+B)(C+D)]. 0 
Lemma 1.5. The IS’S (Ai,Bi), i= 1, . . . . n have common points ifeach two of the Is’s have 
a common point. The intersection is given by [I:= 1 (Ai~i),nl=,(Ai+Bi)]. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, the condition for (Ai, Bi) to intersect < Aj, Bj), i,j= 1, . . . . n, 
i+jis that AiBi~Aj+Bjforalli,j.ObviouslyAiBi~Ai+Bi,i=l,...,n.By(2),from 
the n* inequalities we get Cl=, AiBi<nl=,(Ai+Bi). There exist, X of %7 such that 
AiBi<X<(Ai+Bi) for every i, e.g. Cl= 1 AiBi or nlcl(Ai+Bi) will do. Thus the 
intersection is non-empty, and is [Cl= r AiBi, nl= r (Ai + Bi)]. 0 
Lemma 1.6. The following distributive laws 
(A+B)C=AC+BC;- 
ABfC=(A+C)(B+C); 
can be deducedfrom Axioms (A,), (A,) and (A,).’ 
(3) 
(4) 
Proof. To any XE[A, I?], [A, x] n [x, B] = {x} = [x, x] by (AS), and [A, x] n [x, B] = 
[Ax+Bx,(A+x)(B+x)] by Lemma 1.4, x=Ax+Bx=(A+x)(B+x). Now take 
y>AB then AB<(A+B)y<A+B. Thus we have (A+B)y=A(A+B)y+ 
B(A+B)y=Ay+By, i.e. 
(A+B)y=Ay+By, when ABdy. (3a) 
Especially if we take z such that AB < A <z, then we get 
(A+B)z=A+Bz. (3b) 
This shows that 99 is a modular lattice. Take any point C&Z?, then AB < AB + C. We 
get by (3a) 
(A+B)(AB+C)=A(AB+C)+B(AB+C). 
Now AB < A and AB < B. When (3b) is applied to each term of the right-hand side 
of the above expression we get 
(A+B)(AB+C)=AB+AC+BC. 
1 We refer to the result of Duthie in his thesis [4]. 
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Multiplying by C, we get 
(A+B)C=(AC+BC+AB)C. 
Since AC + BC Q C, applying (3b) to the right-hand side, we get 
(A+B)C=AC+BC+ABC=AC+BC, 
which is a distributive law for multiplication. 
It is well known that (3) implies (4). 0 
Remark 1.7. From (Ai)-(A3) it follows that 99 is a distributive lattice. 
Lemma 1.8. For every point AEL~ we have 
A+O=A, A-l=A; (5) 
A+A’=l, A.A’=O. (6) 
The proof of (5) is immediate from (A4) and (1) after Lemma 1.3. By (A,) and 
Definition 1.2, (6) is proved. 
Thus the following important conclusion is drawn: 9Y is a distributive lattice with 
0,l and complement. Considering (A6) we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.9. The Boolean space &? is a Boolean algebra. 
Conversely if one starts from Boolean algebra, and consider Boolean elements as 
points, Boolean intervals as Is’s, Boolean inequalities as order relations, then the 
axioms (Ai)- can be deduced. This implies the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.10. The Boolean space W and Boolean algebra {?3’, +, ., ‘, 0, I} are 
equivalent, i.e, 
B={% +, ., ‘, 0, l}. 
Henceforth we can use the notation 99 or {g, +, ., ‘, 0, l> to express both Boolean 
space and Boolean algebra. The points in @ can be calculated as Boolean elements 
and the Boolean elements can be treated as points in 9??. Geometrical problems can be 
solved by algebraic method and algebraic results may take geometrical meaning by 
which the intuitional idea is inspired. 
Remark 1.11. In C8.12, Remark 1.101 it is proved that the Boolean interval [u,v] is 
a Boolean algebra. We also have that the 1s [u,v] is the Boolean algebra 
{C4vl+,., - , uv, u + v}, where 2 = uv + x’(u + v). We call 2, uv, u + v the relative comp- 
lement, zero and unit of the 1s [u,v], respectively. In [15] the solution interval of 
Boolean equation is proved to be a Boolean algebra. 
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I .3. Further dejinitions and propositions 
Definition 1.12. The distance of points A, BEST is defined as A @B = AB’+ A’B. 
Definition 1.13. The diameter of a point set is the greatest distance between any 
couple of its points. We denote the diameter of (A, B) by P(~,~) or simply p when 
there is no ambiguity. 
Proposition 1.14. If P, QE (A, B ) then P 0 Q <A 0 B and (P, Q > c (A, B ). 
Proof. ABGP,QdA+B, so P’dA’+B’ and Q’<A’+B’. Thus 
P@Q=PQ’+P’Qd(A+B)(A’+B’)+(A’+B’)(A+B)=AOB, 
shortly P@Q<A@B. By the minimality of (P,Q) we get (P,Q)c(A,B). 0 
Corollary 1.15. The diameter of (A, B) is P(~,~)=A@B. And the diameter of 
(A,B)n(C,D) is (A@B)(C@D) if(A,B)n(C,D) is non-empty. 
Proof. The proof of the first part is immediate from Proposition 1.14. By Lemma 1.4 
the diameter of the intersection should be 
{(A+B)(C+D)}{AB+CD}~=(A+B)(C+D)(A~+B~)(C~+D~) 
=(A@B)(C@D). 0 
Definition 1.16. The Is’s (A, B), (C, D ) are said to be perpendicular’ iff 
(A@B)(C@D)=O, and is denoted by (A,B)I(C,D). If, moreover, B=D then the 
angle L ABC enclosed by (A, B) and (C, B) is called a right angle. 
Remark 1.17. Definition 1.16 indicates that two Is’s perpendicular iff their diameters 
have zero product. We see from Lemma 1.4 that this product is the diameter of their 
intersection. The Diameter will zero when the intersection is a single point or is empty. 
Proposition 1.18. (A, C)l (C, B) iff CE(A, B). 
Proof. (A, C)I(C, D) iff (A @C)(C@ B)=O,‘i.e. ABC’+ A’B’C=O. It follows that 
ABC’=A’B’C=O, i.e. AB<C<A+B. If CE(A,B), AB<C<A+B, O=A’B’C+ 
ABC’=(A@C)(B@C). 0 
Remark 1.19. Proposition 1.18 is consistent with (A3). Both indicate the rectangular 
structure of 33. 
‘The perpendicularity temporarily defined has neglected the concept of degree of perpendicularity. 
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Proposition 1.20. (A, B ) I (C, D ) ifs (A, C) n (B, D ) and (A,D ) n (B, C ) are non- 
empty. 
Proof. (A,B)I(C,D) implies (A@B)(COD)=O. Expanding the left-hand side we 
get AB’CD’ + A’BC’D + AB’C’D + A’BCD’ = 0, which is equivalent to AC <B + D, 
BD < A + C, AD G B + C and BC < A+ D. By Lemma 1.4, the former pair of inequali- 
ties shows that (A, C) meets (B, D) and the latter pair shows that (A, D) meets 
(B, C). The proof is reversible step by step back to (A, B)J-(C, 0). 0 
Definition 1.21. Let P be a point of a 1s L, C a point of %9. When (C, P)IL, P is called 
the perpendicular projection or simply projection of C to (or on) L. 
Just as in the Euclidean plane a straight line is given by a linear equation, a 1s in 
9Y can be given by an equation. From the Schroder theorem we know that the solution 
set of Ax + Bx’ = 0 consists of all the x such that B< x < A’. We have conversely that 
the equation of the 1s [B, A’] should be Ax+ Bx’=O, the 1s [A, B] should have the 
equation B’x + Ax’ = 0, and (A, B ) should have the equation A’B’x + ABx’ = 0. 
Proposition 1.22. The projection PC of a point C to L= (A, B) is unique and 
PC= AB+(A+B)C. 
Proof. Definition 1.21 reads in turn P,E(A,B) and (C@P,)(A@B)=O. PC sat- 
isfies A’B’P,+ ABPb=O and (A@ B)(C’P,+ CPA)=O. thus PC satisfies the 
sum of the two equations. [A’B’+C’(A@ B)]P,+[AB + C(A@B)]P;:=O. P&AB+ 
~(AoB), (A+B){C(AOB)‘}]=[U, V]. NOW U=AB+~AB’+~A’B=AB+ 
AC+BC, V=(A+B)C+(A+B)(AB+A’B’)=AB+B~+~A, thus U= V=P,= 
A’B+ (A+B)C. 0 
Remark 1.23. For any point CE~ and any 1s L, the projection is always P,EL, i.e. any 
point of @ when projected perpendicularly to a 1s L, the foot of perpendicular always 
falls on L. Imagine L begin a screen, an audience seated at any point of W will oppose 
the screen perpendicularly. It is magic. 
Proposition 1.24. Let f (x) = Ax + Bx’ = 0 be the equation of a Is, then the perpendicular 
distance of any point C to the given Is is f (C). 
Proof. The given 1s is [B, A’], the projection PC of C to [B, A’] is PC = B + A’C = BC + 
BC' + A’C’ = BC’ + A’C. Thus the perpendicular distance of C to [B, A’] is 
C@Pc=C@(BC’+A’C)=C’(BC’+A’C)+C(B’+C)(A+C’) 
=AC+BC’=f(C). 0 
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Remark 1.25. For finding the perpendicular distance of a point C to a 1s L, one needs 
only to substitute C in the left hand side of the equation of L, as if one would do with 
the equation in normal form of the Euclidean line. 
In order to substantiate the Boolean geometry we study some of the elementary 
figures such as triangles, tetrahedrons, polygons and simplices as it follows. They give 
a good insight in the geometry, and are also helpful devices in solving problems, say 
Boolean functions and equations. 
2. Triangles 
2.1. Fundamentals 
The S,” notation 
On treating the elementary figures, symmetric Boolean expressions occur fre- 
quently. The following notation S; is a good means. S,” denotes the sum of all 
minterms of n letters where each term has k primed letters, e.g. S,” = uuw, Sz = U’U’W + 
u’uw’+ uv’w’, S:=u’o’w and u@u@w=S~+S~. For letters A,B,C,D, S,“= 
A’B’C’D’, S;‘= A’BCD + AB’CD + ABC’D + ABCD’, etc. Moreover we have the ad- 
vantage that Sl.Sy=O when i#j and C~,rS~=l. Thus from P=u@v@w=Si+SQ 
we get immediately P’ = S: + S,” . 
Definition 2.1. By a triangle A (A, B, C) we mean that part of the Boolean space 
composed of the ls’s(B, C), (C, A) and (A, B), each of which is called a side of the 
triangle A (A, B, C), and A, B, C are the vertices. The diameter of a side is called its side 
length, usually denoted by u = B @ C, u = C @ A, w = A 0 B. p = u + u + w is called the 
perimeter of the triangle. 
Lemma 2.2. u@v@w=O o udv+u, v<w+u, wbu+u, and UOW=O.~ 
Proof. By expansion we get u @ v @ w = uv’w’ + u’uw ’+ u’u’w + uvw = 0. 
The right-hand side is equivalent to 
uv’w’=O, u’uw’=O, u~v~w =o, uuw = 0. 
Now uu’w’ = 0 implies u < u + w, similarly u < w + u, w <u + u = 0 remains true. U 
Theorem 2.3 (Existence theorem of the triangle). A necessary and suficient condition 
for existence of a triangle with given side lengths u, v, w is that u @ v 0 w =O. 
3 The relations u Q v + w, u < w + u, w <II + v (exclusive uvw = 0) are called the triangle inequalities in Boolean 
space, and are very useful later on. 
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Proof. 4The problem is to find X, Y,Z such that X@ Y=w, Y@Z=u, Z@Z=u. 
Solving these simultaneous equations is equivalent to solving the single equation 
f(X, Y,Z)=(YOZ@u)+(Z@XOu)+(X@ Y@w)=O. The consistence condition 
off(X, Y,Z)=O is P=&_=,f(X, Y,Z)=O, or 
P=(u+o+w)(u+o’+w’)(u’+u+w’)(u’+u’+w)=o. 
Now 
P’=u’u’w’+u’uw+wu’u+uvw’=s~+s:, 
so 
P=O ensures the consistency off(X, Y, Z)=O, also the existence of X, Y, Z. 0 
Remark 2.4. The triangle inequalities in g are only necessary but not sufficient for the 
existence of a triangle with side lengths u, u, w; the condition is only sufficient when 
u. u. w = 0 is fulfilled. 
Remark 2.5. When two of the side lengths are given, say u and u, the third length 
is uniquely determined, and the perimeter p is known, since w=u@u, 
~=~+u+w=u+u+(u@v)=u+v. Now w+(u+u)=u+u implies the triangle in- 
equality w d u + u, which has the geometrical meaning (B, C) u (A, C) 2 (A, B). 
Theorem 2.6 (Law of cosine). The side lengths of a triangle satisfy the condition 
w=(u+u)-uu. 
Proof. Since u @ u @ w = 0, 
w=u@u=(u+21)(u’+u’)=(u+u)-uu. 0 
Remark 2.7. By idempotency the law can be written as w 2 = (u2 + u2) - UU. It is quite 
similar to the Euclidean cosine law except for the factor cos 8 in the last term. When 
uu = 0, the law turns into w = u + u. 
Remark 2.8. There is no isosceles triangle, since A @ B = A @ C implies B coincides 
with C. 
4Another proof. Suppose there is a triangle A (A, B,C) with side lengths u, v, w. It follows u=BQ C, 
v=CQAandw=AQB,thusuQvQw=(BQC)Q(CQA)Q(AQB)=O.Conversely,ifuQvQw=O,take 
the symmetric difference of the left side with v Q w, w Q u and u Q v respectively, we get u = u Q w, u = w Q u 
and w =u Q v. Take points A,B, CE&~ such that A =u, B=v, C=w, A(A, B, C) satisfies the required 
condition. Since its side length B Q C = v Q w which equals u by hypothesis. 
A third proof from the referee: the subsystem u = B Q C, v = C Q A has the parametric solution A = v Q C, 
B=uQC, which alter substituting into the third equation, yields w=uQu, i.e. uQvQw=O. 
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2.2. Height space and height 
Definition 2.9. The Is determined by a vertex of the triangle and the projection to its 
opposite side is called a height space. We denote by HA, Hg, Hc the height space 
through A, B, C respectively. The diameter of the height space is called its height, and 
usually denoted by hA, hs, hc, the height from the vertex A, B, C, respectively. 
Theorem2.10. (1) HA=(A,B)n(A,C),H,=(B,C)n(B,A), H,=(C,A)n(C,B); 
(2) hA = VW, hs = wu, hc = uv and each two of HA, Hg, Hc are perpendicular; 
(3) hA+hs=(A@B); 
(4) let PA, P,, PC be respectively the projection of A, B, C to its opposite side, then 
P,=Ps=Pc=BC+CA+AB=h; 
(5) h is the unique common point of HA, HB and Hc; 
(6) h is the unique common point of the three sides; 
(7) hA+hs+hc=u+v+w=p. 
Proof. (1) Let Pa be the projection of A to (B, C) then PA = BC+ A(B+ C) by 
Proposition 1.22. So HA=[APa,A+P,]=[A(B+C), A+BC]. Now (A,B)n 
(A,C)=[AB,A+B]n[AC,A+C]=[AB+AC,(A+B)(A+C)]=[A(B+C), 
A+BC]=HA. 
(2) hA=PHA=the diameter of [A(B+C),A+BC], i.e. [A(B+C)]@(A+BC)= 
A’BC + AB’C’ =(A @ B)(A @ C) = wu. Similarly hs = wu, h, = uu. From hs. hc = 
uuw = 0 follows HB_L Hc. 
(3) h~+h~=(AOB)(AOC)+(AOB)(BOC)=(AOB)[(AOC)+(BOC)]= 
A@ B, by triangle inequality. 
(4) In the proof of (1) we did have Pa = BC + CA + AB = h, etc. 
(5 Now H,nH,nHc=[A(B+C), A+BC]n[B(C+A), B+CA]n[C(A+B), 
C+AB]=[AB+BC+AC,(A+BC)(B+CA)(C+AB)]=[h,h]=(h). We see the 
intersection of the height spaces reduces to the unique point h. This agrees with 
uvw = 0. 
(6) The intersection of (A, B) = [AB, A+ B], (B, C)=[BC, B+C] and (C, A) = 
[AC, C+ A] is given by Lemma 1.5. 
[AB+ BC+CA, (A+ B)(B+C)(C+ A)] =[h, h] = {h}, h is the unique common 
point of the sides. 
(7) From (2) h,+h,+hc=vw+wu+uu=(uw+wu)+(wu+uv)+(uv+vw)= 
w(v + u) + u(w + v) + v(u + w) = u + v + w = p, by the triangle inequalities. 0 
Definition 2.11. h = BC + CA+ AB is called the orthocenter of A (A, B, C). 
For convenience we can write 
h=ABC+A’BC+AB’C+ABC’=S,3+S: 
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and 
h’=S,3+S:=A’B’+B’C’+C’A’. 
Remark 2.12. Theorem 2.10 seems to be inconsistent with the Euclidean common 
sense. If one imagines that partially ordered sets are arranged scarcely in linear order 
but situated in high dimensional space, Theorem 2.10 becomes conceivable. 
2.3. Congruent triangles, center offixity 
Definition 2.13. Triangles n (A, B, C) and a (A,,, B,,, C,) are congruent iff the corres- 
ponding side lengths are equal. 
Definition 2.14. The point f = A @B @ C is defined as the center of fixity of LJ (A, B, C). 
When f= 0, n (A, B, C) is said to be a triangle of fixity. It is easily seen that i.e., 
f=A@B@C=AB’C’+A’BC’+A’B’C+ABC=S;+S;, 
and 
Theorem 2.15. Triangle A (A, B, C) is congruent to A (A,, BO, C) ifl the corresponding 
vertices are equally distant 
A@Ao=B@Bo=C@Co. 
Proof. Congruence means A @ B = A,, @ BO, it implies A 0 A ,, = B 0 BO. Similarly we 
have B@BO=C@CO. Conversely A@Ao=B@Bo implies A@B=Ao@BO. 0 
Theorem 2.16. Among all the triangles LI (A,, @ t, BO @ t, CO @ t), where te%?‘, congru- 
ent to A (A,,, BO, CO ), there exists a unique triangle of fixity. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.15, the parameter t gives a family of congruent triangles. By the 
identity (A,~to)O(BoOto)O(CoOto)=AoOB,OCoOto=O, to=Ao@BOOCO 
gives the unique triangle of fixity of the family. 0 
Remark 2.17. If F is the center of fixity of LJ (A, B, C), then A= B @ C 0 F is the center 
of fixity of a (B, C, F), and each of the four points is the center of fixity of the triangle 
determined by the remaining three points. 
2.4. The right triangle 
Definition 2.18. If two adjacent sides are perpendicular the triangle is called a right 
triangle. 
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Theorem 2.19 (Pythagoras theorem). A(A,B, C) . 1s a right triangle if and only if 
u + v = w, where u, v are the lengths of the perpendicular sides. By idempotency, the above 
.formula can be written as u 2 + v2 = w 2. 
The proof is easy. For perpendicular sides U, v, hold u. v=O. Hence 
w=~@v=uv’+vu’+~v=~+v. Conversely, if u+v=w then (u+v)@w=w@w=O. 
But (u+v)@w=(u+v)~(u@v)=uv=O. 
Theorem 2.20. Two side lengths of L (A, B, C) are comparable ifSthe angle opposing the 
larger side is a right angle. 
Proof. Suppose A@BdB@C then (A@B)(B@C)‘=O, i.e. A’BC+AB’C’=O. It 
implies BC6 Ad B+ C thus AE(B, C). By Proposition 1.18, L BAC is a right angle 
opposing (B, C ). The proof is reversible step by step, so the condition A @ B < B @ C 
is necessary and sufficient for L BAC to be right angle. 0 
Theorem 2.21. A (A, B, C) is a right triangle ifSthe difference of two side lengths equals 
that of the third. The right angle opposes the side whose length is the minuend. 
Proof. Suppose u= w-v, multiplying by v we get uv=(wv’)v=O, thus 
(B, C)I(A, C). L BCA is right angle opposing (A, B) whose length is the minuend. 
The proof is reversible, which ensures the necessity and sufficiency. [7 
Remark 2.22. There is at most one right angle in a triangle. If there are two say 
L ABC and L ACB, by Theorem 2.20 we have w d v and v d w. This implies w = v. This 
is impossible by Remark 2.8. 
Remark 2.23. The following are sufficient conditions for A (A, B, C) to have right 
angle L ACB, but may be unnecessary: 
(1) A+B=C; (2) AB= C; 
(3) A=C-B; (4) A=CtB (i.e. C+B’); 
(5) A-C=C+B or C-B=A+C; (6) A@C=BxC (i.e. BOC’); 
(7) A+C=BJC (i.e. B’C’); (8) AC=BIC (i.e. B’+C’); 
(9) (A+C)(B+C)=O; (10) A@B=l. 
The proof is easy, one only needs to verify (A@ C)(C@ B) =O. 
2.5. Related hyperspheres 
2.5. I. The circumsphere 
Definition 2.24. The 1s (A, B, C) = [ABC, A + B + C] is defined as the circumsphere 
(ccs) of the triangle LJ(A, B, C). The diameter of (A, B, C) is called the circumdiameter 
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(ccd). The points ABC and A + B + C standing on the ends of the diameter are said to 
be diameterically opposite. 
Remark 2.25. Generally each 1s is a hypersphere, its end points are diameterically 
opposite. And each point on the hypersphere subtends right angle to the end points of 
its diameter, but no radius nor center exist. 
Theorem2.26. (1) Theccs=[S~,S~+S:+S~] d an each point of the ccs subtends right 
angle to the points ABC and A + B + C; 
(2) the ccd of LI (A, B, C) is equal to Sf + Sz, and is also equal to the perimeter of the 
triangle; 
(3) the sides of LI (A, B, C) lie entirely on the ccs: 
(4) the distances of a point x on ccs to the vertices of LI (A, B, C) have zero product. 
Proof. (1) The ccs=[ABC,A+B+C]=[S~,(S~)‘]=[S~,S~+S:+S~] and for 
any point x of ccs we have ABC <x < A + B + C. By Proposition 1.18, 
[ABC,x]l[x,A+B+C]. 
(2) ccd=(S:)‘(S~)‘=(S~+S:+S~)(S:+S~+S~)=S~+S~, and ccd=ABC@ 
(A+B+C)=(A+B+C)(A’+B’+C’)=(A@B)+(B@C)+(C@A), which is the 
perimeter p of A (A, B, C). 
(3) Since ABC<AB<A+B<A+B+C, obviously (A,B)cccs. 
(4) If XECCS then ABC d x d A + B + C, it follows that ABCx’ = 0 and xA’B’C’ = 0. 
So (x@A)(x@B)(x@C)=ABCx’+A’B’C’x=O. 0 
Theorem 2.27. The orthocenter h and the center of$xity f lie diametrically opposite on 
the ccs. 
Proof. Obviously h, fGccs. Now 
f @h=(S,3+S:)(S:+S;)+(S;+S;)(S~+S;)=S;+S; 
=BC’+CA’AB’=B’C+C’A+A’B 
=(A@ B)+(BOC)+(CO A), 
that is the ccd of LI (A, B, C). 0 
2.5.2. The estriangle and essphere 
Definition 2.28. The triangles LI (A’, B, C), LI (A, B’, C) and LI (A, B, C’) are defined as 
the estriangles (the prefix “es” is abbreviated from the loaned word escribe) attached 
to (or at) the vertices A, B, C respectively. The orthocenters of the estriangles are called 
the escenters of n (A, B, C). We denote by hA, hB, hC, the escenters attached to A, B, C, 
respectively. 
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Remark 2.29. The escenters of a(A,B,C) are hA=A’B+BC+CA’, hB= 
AB’+B’C+CA, hC=AB+BC’+C’A. 
Definition 2.30. The ccs’s of the estriangles are called the esspheres (ess), and their 
diameters are called the esdiameters (esd). 
Theorem 2.31. (1) a (A, B, C) and n (hA, hB, hc) are congruent; 
(2) each of the point couples A, h A; B, hB; and C, hC lies diametrically opposite on the 
ccs of LI (A, B, C); 
(3) the ccs and three ecs’s meet at the unique point h= AB+ BC+ CA; 
(4) the product of ccd and the three esd’s is zero. 
Proof. (1) For proving the congruence of a(A, B, C) and a(hB, hB, h’), by 
Definition 2.13 we need to show that hA@hB=A@B, hB@hC=BOC, hCOhA= 
CBA. Now (hA)‘=(A’B+BC+CA’)‘=AB’+B’C’+C’A,(hB)’=(AB’+B’C+ 
CA)‘=A’B+BC’+C’A’, thus hA@hB=(A’B+BC+CA’)(A’B+BC’+C’A’)+ 
(AB’+B’C+CA)(AB’+B’C’+C’A)=A’B+AB’=A@B. Similarly we get 
hB@hC=B@C, hC@hA=C@A. 
(2) To prove A and hA are diameterically opposite on the ccs, we first show that 
A,hAEccs. Aisofcourseapointontheccs. hA=A’B+BC+CA’=BC+A’(B+C)d 
B+C, so ABC<BC+A’(B+C)<B+C<A+B+C. Thus hAEccs. A@hA= 
A’(A’B+BC+CA’)+A(AB’+B’C’+C’A)=A’B+A’C+AB’+AC’=(AOB)+ 
(A @ C) = (A @ B) +(B @ C) + (C @ A) = diameter of ccs. Therefore A and h A lie dia- 
meterically opposite on the ccs of a (A, B, C). 
(3) The ccs and the ess’s are 
(A,B,C,)=[ABC,A+B+C], (A’B,C)=[A’BC,A’+B+C], 
(A,B’,C)=[AB’C,A+B’+C], (A,B,C’)=[ABC’,A+B+C’]. 
By Lemma 1.5, the above Is’s intersect at 
[ABC+AB’C+AB’C+ABC’, (A+B+C)(A’+B+C)(A+B’C)(A+B+C’)]. 
The left end point is h, and the right end point may be written as 
[(A+B+C)(A’+B+C)][(A+B+C)(A+B’+C)][(A+B+C)(A+B+C’)] 
=(B+C)(C+A)(A+B)=h. 
So the intersection of the four spheres is [h, h] = {hf. 
(4) It is easily seen that the diameters of the spheres listed on the beginning 
of the proof of (3) are (A+B+C)(A’+B’+C’), (A’+B+C)(A+B’+C’), 
(A+B’+C)(A’+B+C’),(A+B+C’)A’+B’+C).Theproductofthefourdiameters 
comprises all the possible maxterms (altogether eight in number) of A, B. C which is 
known to be zero. q 
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2.5.3 The insphere 
Definition 2.32. The locus of a point with equal perpendicular distances to the 
adjacent sides of a triangle is called an angular bisector of the triangle. 
Theorem 2.33. The angular bisectors from the vertices A B, C are respectively 
[A(BOC), A+(BOC)‘], [B(COA), B+(C@A’)] and [C(A@B), C+(A@B)‘], 
whose diameters are B @ C’, C @ A’, and A @ B', respectively. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.24, the distances of a point x to sides (A, B) and 
(A,C) of the angle LBAC are fi(x)=A’B’x+ABx’ and f,(x)=A’C’x+ACx’. 
The equation fi(x)=fi(x) of the angular bisector can be written as 
A’B’x + ABx’ + A’C’x + ACx’ or equivalently as A’(B’ @ C’)x + A(B @ C)x’=O or 
else A’(B 0 C)x + A(B 0 C)x’ =O. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 2.34. The angular bisector from A is perpendicular to the side (B, C) and 
includes the height space HA = [A(B + C), A + BC], since A(B @ C) < A(B + C) < A + 
BC<A+BC+B’C’=A+(B@C’). 
Definition 2.35. The locus of a point having equal perpendicular distances to the three 
sides of the triangle is called the inscribed sphere or insphere (ins) of the triangle, its 
diameter is called the indiameter (ind) of the triangle. 
Theorem 2.36. (1) The ins of n (A, B, C) is [A’BC+ AB’C + ABC’, ABC + A’BC + 
AB’C+ABC’+A’B’C’]=[Sf,S~+Sf+S~], the ind is p=ABC+A’B’C’=Si+Sz; 
(2) The point h and f ‘ are diametrically opposite on the ins; 
(3) The ind and the ccd are mutually complementary; 
(4) The ins and ccs meet at the unique point h. 
Proof. (1) Each point x of the ins is a point common to the three angular bisectors, so 
x should satisfy the equation of each angular bisector, i.e. satisfy each of the following 
equations; 
A’(B@C)x+A(B@C)x’=O, B’(C@A)x+B(C@A)x’=O, 
C’(A@B)x+C(A@B)x’=O. 
Adding the equations and putting into disjunctive form we get S~x+S~x’=O. This 
gives the locus as [S:,(S~)‘]=[S:,S~+S:+S~]. The ind is 
(2) From h=Si+Sf and f=Sz+Sz, we get f’=S:+S:, h,f’E[S:,Sz+Sf+ 
Sz]=ins. And f’@h=fh+f’h’=(S~+S:)(S~+S~)+(S~+S~)(S:+S~)=S~+ Sz= 
ind, thusf’ and h are situated diametrically opposite on the ins. 
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(3) The ccd is (A@B)+(B@ C)=S: +Sz, the ind=Sz +Si, their product is zero and 
their sum isl. Thus ccd is the complement of ind, and the two spheres are perpendicular. 
(4) The ins is [S:, S,” +Sz +S;] and the ccs is [So”, S,” +S: +S,“]. Their intersection 
should be [ Sz + Sz, Sz + S f ] = [h, h] = {h} Therefore h is the unique common point 
of the ccs and the ins. 0 
2.5.4. The e&sphere 
Definition 2.37. The inspheres of the estriangles are called the esinspheres (esins) of the 
triangle. Their diameters are called the esindiameters (esind). 
Theorem 2.38. (1) The esins’s of a (A, B, C) are given by 
[ABC+A’B’C+A’BC’, ABC+A’B’C+A’BC’+A’BC+AB’C’]; 
[A’B’C+ABC+AB’C’, A’B’C+ABC+AB’C+AB’C’+A’BC’]; 
[A’BC’+AB’C’+ABC, A’BC’+AB’C’+ABC+ABC’+A’B’C]. 
(2) Let pA, pe, pc be the esind of a (A, B, C) attached to A, B, C respectively; then 
pA=h/,> p,=hs, PC= c h where hA, hg, hc are heights of n(A, B, C) through the 
corresponding vertices. 
(3) The three esins’s meet at the unique point f: 
(4) Each couple of points f, h*; J hB; f, hC lies on its attached esins diametrically 
opposite. 
(5) The three esins’s lie wholly on the ccs. 
Remark 2.39. PA + pe + pc = hA + hB + hc = u + v + w = the perimeter p = ccd by 
Theorem 2.10 (7). 
Proof. (1) Interchange A, B, C respectively with A’, B’, C’ in Theorem 2.36 (1). 
(2) By interchanging A and A’ in p, we get oA=A’BC+AB’C’=(A@B). 
(A@C)=hA, etc. 
(3) By Lemma 1.5 the intersection [U, I’] of the three esins’s should be U = sum of 
the lower end points = ABC+ A’B’C + A’BC’+ AB’C’= S,” + S,” =f, and V= the 
product of upper end points=(Sz+Sz+ A’BC)(S~+S~+AB’C)(S~+S~ +ABC’)= 
S,” + S,” =f: U = V=f implies f is the unique common point of the esinspheres. 
(4) Let [VA, VA] denote the esins at A. We show first UA<hA, f< VA. Obviously 
A’BC’GA’B, ABCGBC, A’B’CGCA’ SO UA=A’BC’+ABC+A’B’CdA’B+ 
BC+CA’=h”, VA=A’B+BC+CA’+AB’C’=hA+AB’C’, it concludes UAdhAB 
VA. fe[U,, VA] is obvious from the proof of (3), thus h*, f lie on the esins. 
foh*=f(h*)‘+f’h*=(ABC+AB’C’+A’BC’+A’B’C)(AB’+B’C’+C’A) 
+(A’B’C’+A’BC+AB’C+ABC’)(A’B+BC+CA’) 
=AB’C’+A’BC=(A@B)(A@C)=h*=p,, 
this shows f and h are diametrically opposite on the attached esins. 
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(5) Now S~<UA=S~+A’B’C+A’BC’, and V,=S,“+S,“+A’BC<S~+S~+S~, 
thus [U,, VA]c[S;,S;+S;+S;]=ccs. 0 
Remark 2.40. By Theorem 2.36 (3) The sum of the ind p and the ccd (=p) is 1. By 
Remark 2.39, p = pa + pe + pc, therefore pa + pe + pc + p = p + p = 1, i.e. the sum of the 
ind and the three esind’s is 1. 
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